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FOR RELEASE AUGUST 23, 2012 

U.S. Radio DJs Release New 

House EP 
Famous US radio DJs and producers Rubicon 

7 to release their new “You Fall Down” EP 

with Swedish house label Clubstream Blue on 

August 27th. 
Rubicon 7 is the creative hybrid of Elizabeth 

Thompson's cutting-edge DJ sensibilities together 

with the production and composition of the 

classically trained Brandon Scott. Their unique 

collaboration results in an unmistakable style that 

blurs the lines around the typical genres of 

electronic dance music. 

In addition to their original productions, the mix 

show “Under The Influence with Rubicon 7” airs 

twice a month on ETN.fm dance radio and represents the duo's current favorite electro and 

progressive tracks. 

Now, Rubicon 7 has teamed up with the internationally recognized 

record company Substream to release a new EP on their Clubstream 

Blue label. “You Fall Down” is a melodic progressive house track with a 

deep, powerful bass and a powerful vocal. 

The EP also features a massive remix by Italian electro DJs The Moogs. 

The remix carries the signature aggressive electro sound of the duo, 

famous for their “rippin’” basslines.  

The Moogs 

About Rubicon 7 
Longtime production and songwriting partners Brandon Scott and Elizabeth Thompson broke onto 

the global dance scene with their Summer 2009 hit “Over” with legendary DJ and producer George 

Acosta.  

Successive tracks have risen up charts across the US, including “Stay” where Rubicon 7 

collaborated once again with Acosta for a single on house music veteran Robbie Riviera’s Juicy 

Music. The release of “Stay,” which featured remixes by Robbie Rivera, saw tremendous success 

on SiriusXM’s BPM dance radio station as well as Internet dance radio station RadioDanz. After 
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beating out both Madonna and Lady Gaga for the #1 Hot New Dance Release on Amazon.com in 

November of 2009, “Stay” remained in rotation on dance radio across the U.S. months after its 

debut on Beatport. 

 

Looking to appeal to their rapidly growing European fanbase, Rubicon 7 signed the club single 

“Wonder” to up-and-coming UK dance label ebonyRed records. Released Spring 2010, “Wonder” 

delivered an energetic progressive house vibe blended with the unmistakable Rubicon 7 vocals. 

With commercial electronic dance at their core, Rubicon 7 blurs genre lines with catchy melodies 

and pop inspired sometimes male, sometimes female vocals. In the Fall of 2010 they completed a 

remarkable studio collaboration titled “Hold Me Back” with international tech house DJ and 

producer Merlyn Martin in early 2011.  Released by world-renowned house label Baker Street 

Recordings, the “Hold Me Back” EP, which included remixes from Jamie Anderson, Angel Alanis 

and Torin, gained notice by top names in house music. 

Amid a growing remix schedule, Rubicon 7 released the club hit “Dream Like This” on Polytechnic 

Recordings with remixes from DJ /Producer DJ Josh Abrams (Frisky/Loöq) and veteran 

DJ/producer Robert Oleysyck (Curvve/Republik).  Shortly thereafter, the duo released “Make The 

Noise” on System Recordings with remixes by Top40 producer and hitmaker Sylvane (aka Lenny 

B.). 

In 2011, Rubicon 7 contributed a radio edit and an extended club mix for the Speedboats and Big 

Explosions feat. Marcie – “Hazel Eyes” release on System Recordings, which quickly became a 

favorite for fans of both groups. The November 17 release of “Anybody But You” on System 

Recordings includes a sensational electro house remix from SpekrFreks (Play Digital, System 

Recordings). 
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About the Record Label 
The release is coming out on Clubstream Blue, a part of 

Clubstream, run by the Substream Music Group of Sweden. 

Clubstream Blue is specialized in progressive house music 

and with You Fall Down, the label has released 37 EPs and 

albums since 2007. 

Substream is an innovative music company and one of 

Sweden's top label groups for electronic music. The label’s 

main office is located in downtown Gothenburg on the 

Swedish Westcoast. Substream made industry headlines in 

2005 and 2006 pioneering alternative payment and licensing models for digital music.  

Today Substream has a catalog of 300 releases and 2000 tracks released under the 9 subsidary 

labels: Substream (electro-pop), Mareld (leftfield electronica), Dansant (dance and upbeat pop) and 

the Clubstream label group (6 labels from house to techno and dubstep). Substream also operates 

one of Sweden's most renowned mastering studios. 

Contact 

Please Substream / Clubstream for questions, interviews, features, promo for review. The artist is 

available for radio interviews, guest blog appearences on request. 

Website: http://www.clubstream.se  

Contact person:  Mikael Arthursson +46-708-579-753  or Håkan Ludvigson, +46-733-101-808 

Email: press@substream.se 

Facebook: http://facebook.com/clubstream 

Clubstream mobile app: http://clubstream-mob.substream.se  

Press Room 
Visit our press room to download high resolution artist images free to use for press and web: 

http://press.substream.se  

Visit Rubicon 7 
Website: http://www.rubicon7.net  

Facebook: http://facebook.com/rubicon7  
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